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Overview 

•  The AWS network. 
•  Work done this season 
•  Future plans 
•  Data processing at BAS 
•  READER 
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Servicing done this last season 
•  Fossil Bluff 
  - A Campbell AWS was installed in Previous year 

 - Data downloaded and instruments checked 
 - CR10X logger replaced by new CR1000 with 
new ST-20 Argos transmitter 



•   Sky Blu 
  - New Campbell AWS had run alongside old for 1 
year 

   - Old AWS transmitted through year but were 
unable to recover stored data from New AWS 
logger (CR10X) 

  - New CR1000 logger /transmitter installed 
   - Old AWS removed 

•  Larsen, Butler and Limbert 
 - New Campbell AWS installed 

  - Old AWS removed  
 - New metal style of battery box used 



Summary 
All 5 AWSs are now: 
•  Campbell Scientific CR1000 loggers 
•  Transmit to ARGOS 
•  Also measure snow accumulation and humidity 
•  Data from ARGOS converted into Synops and 

added to GTS and all 10 min data for the year 
downloaded each summer season 

•  Wooden battery boxes replaced by metal ones 
•  All instruments on all stations currently working! 





AWS Details 



Near-realtime display 



Skiway AWS 
•  A non-transmitting AWS 

logger was installed near to 
Rothera. 

•  Comparisons of SR50 snow 
ranging sensor with 
snowstake array, measured 
weekly. 





Future plans 

•  BAS has purchased 2 more Campbell AWS units. 
•  These are based on CR1000 loggers with ST-20 ARGOS 

transmitters. 
•  One will be installed at Patriot Hills, this will have a 

WMO ID. 
•  One will be installed on the West side of Adelaide 

Island.  
•  We will be installing Iridium modems at Butler Island 

and Limbert. 
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Iridium system 

•  The unit costs about £1500 and cost £150 
per year to operate. 

•  The unit has an iridium modem, an antenna 
and a watchdog box that has been built at 
BAS. 

•  Data will be downloaded every week and 
then a final CLIMAT message produced 
every month. 



Ask not what the AMRC can do 
for you - ask what you can do for 

the AMRC  
•  ARGOS are still not transmitting Wisconsin 

AWS data on the GTS. 
•  Data from all of the Wiscoinsin AWS are 

being processed at BAS to produce either 
SYNOP message for stations with a WMO 
ID or SYNOP MOBIL messages for the 
ones without WMO IDs 



2006 



2007 



GCOS monitoring 

•  BAS is carrying out the GCOS monitoring for 
Antarctica. 

•  This includes the monitoring of the SYNOP and 
TEMP messages that go out on the GTS and also 
the CLIMAT and CLIMAT TEMP messages. 

•  Internal consistency checks SYNOPS and 
CLIMAT messages and TEMP and CLIMAT 
TEMP messages. 













READER 
•  The READER project has expanded so the current 

READER project is now Met READER and there 
is now an Ice READER with information about 
ice cores and snow pits and a Southern Ocean 
READER with information about ocean currents, 
salinity measurements, sea ice etc (but not 
biological samples). 

•  Met READER is continually being updated with 
data from the GTS or from the National Operators 
when it becomes available 











Questions 

•  src@bas.ac.uk 
•  cmmo@bas.ac.uk 
•  www.antarctica.ac.uk/ 
•  www.antarctica.ac.uk/met/READER/ 
•  www.antarctica.ac.uk/met/jds/met/SCAR_oma.htm 


